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Introduction

I wanted to make a database that allows a user to track the position statements that politicians and
political entities make in an effort to determine the affect on different electorates. This requires the
storage of documents, as well as the contents of documents - referred to as positions. It requires the
storage of election results. And it also requires the storage of "topics" that positions can be tagged
as referring to.
I believe that elections can be modeled as if it is a "Q-Learning" problem. Q-Learning is the
process of teaching a deep learning network how to play a video game like pong. A representation
of the environment, and a list of possible actions are the input to the network. The network selects
an action and the environment is updated and the process is repeated. The network learns to make
decisions that optimize the high score. In the election scenario the demographics of the electorate
and the position statements of other candidates are the environment, while the positions you state
are the possible actions that can be taken. The "high score" to be optimized is the election itself
measured in either popular votes or electoral college delegates.
At the heart of this project is a database to store all of the entities required to model elections, and
the positions candidates take while running in elections.
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Model of the Database

2.1

Textual Entity Description

From this problem it is clear that entities have the following relationships and these entities will be
required in the database to be designed.
1. Positions come from Documents.
2. Positions refer to topics.
3. Current events, elections, and political entities are topics.
4. A political entity must be a political party, political organizations, newspaper, or politician.
5. Political entities endorse each other.
6. Politicians run in elections.
7. Elections have election results

2.2

Conceptual - UML Diagram

The UML document shows the major and minor entities of the database conceptual design. All of
the relationships follow the outline in section 2.1.

There is only one or two mistakes that I want to point out. The election results table says it has a
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1 to 1 relationship with the elections table. This is untrue. Both should be listed as "1..*" because
state elections only have one row in the results table - a tuple referring to the state the election is
held in. And then presidential elections actually have 51 tuples. 1 for each state, and then a total
amount for the US as a whole. But the way the project could scale, I believe it is better not to
include an upper limit.
Additionally, the endorsements table has a foreign key relationship to the election table. The
endorsements table uses the topic id for the election the endorsement occurs for.

2.3

Logical - EER Diagram

In the EER diagram below you can see more clearly Topic and it’s relationship to the other tables.
All of the integer based master_id’s are foreign keys back to the topic table. This allows for a
universal ID that is the same no matter which side of an exchange you are on. You can be the
author of a position statement, or the subject of a position statement. The ID in either position will
be the same. What this means is, because there is only 1 "richard nixon" object in the database,
users of the database do not need to have any knowledge of the integer ID system. Each query to
the database referencing known names can be compared to the topics table, and the master_ID
can be attained as needed.
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I know for a fact, all of the tables are at least in 1st normal form. I also believe that a majority of
the tables are in 3rd normal form, especially the ones with only one value for the primary key. In
the elections table, I had a choice to leave it in 2nd normal form, or break the table in two - adding
the politician ids to a candidate table that would have a foreign key relationship to the election
table with the topic id for the election in question.
Additionally, in the positions table, the author_id attribute would be better suited for the documents table because based off of the document_id in the position table, the author can be derived.
Thus this violates 3rd normal form.
However, in both of these cases, I choose to violate 3rd normal form because every time I look
at either of these tables I will require the data that would be removed to make the table 3rd normal
form. Choosing to violate the rules in these two cases saved me in my estimation at least scores
of sql lines. Not only would excessive joining need to occur, but at the time I made the decision I
was under the impression that several more supporting functions and stored procedures would be
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needed to deliver the same functionality as delivered now.
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Read Me

3.1

Run Environment

• I developed both the server and client portions of the database on Windows 10.
• My server code was developed using MySQL in MySQL Workbench.
• My client code runs on Bash for Windows, so should be theoretically able to run from an
ubuntu environment, but I did not test that.

3.2

Installation

1. Download Anaconda:
https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/how-to-install-anaconda-on-ubuntu-18-04quickstart
NOTE: I was able to use the ubuntu install instructions with Bash for Windows 10
2. Download MySQL Workbench to host Database server:
https://dev.mysql.com/downloads/workbench/
3. Install conda environment from environment.yaml
requires: numpy, pymysql, plotly, pandas, os, sys
4. Run the sql code provided yourself, or import the data dump with associated functions and
procedures into mysql workbench.
5. Follow the formatting in the function calls section to use client code

3.3

Function Calls

load_data.py
python load_data.py
Loads the data on the disk into the database.

delete_document.py
python delete_document.py
deletes a document from the document table after a series of prompts to the user.

fix_name.py
python fix_name.py
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Updates a topic_name in the topic table after a series of prompts to the user.

get_election_results.py
python get_election_results.py
Allows a user to select an election whose election results are stored within the database. Data is
read and visualized with a plotly chloropleth. Three examples of these graphs using the information
contained within the database are shown below.
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get_endorsements.py
python get_endorsements.py
Allows a user to request all of the endorsements for presidential candidate in a given year past endorsements are included.

get_positions.py
python get_positions.py "politician_name_1" "politician_name_2" "politician_name_N"
Pass a list of politicians names surrounded in quotes to sample the position statements recorded
in the database. Additional prompts allow the user to further filter the data.

topics.py
python topics.py
The storage of all the topics that end up in the topics table.

environment.yml
This is the conda environment file that stores all of the python modules used by the database
client
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3.4

Subdirectories

data/
This is where the position and election results data lives.
• election_results.csv
This has all of the state election results for all elections. State elections have one entry - the
total results for their state.
Presidential elections have all 50 states and then the total results for the us as a whole
Results for the presidential election include popular vote totals as well as delegate totals
(state elections have delegate values set to NULL)
• ./positions/
Each document annotated has a file associated with it
Within each file is a metadata line that goes into the document table
Every other line is a position taken from the document followed by a single line of topic
tags separated by commas

database_files/
Here are the raw sql files to reconstruct the database, as well as a data export from MySQL
Workbench
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4.1

User Flow
Starting Off

If you are running the database code from within mysql workbench and you are not relying on the
data dump, then the first thing the user must do is load the data into the database. This is as
simple as running the load_data.py script. There are no prompts. The data is loaded using sql
stored procedures and no update or select statements are created by the user’s application code.
It should be noted that "Ronald Reagan" is misspelled as "Ronald Rreegan" in the load_data.py
script as described in section 3.3. This is because I fix it in the demo. I use the script fix_name.py
to swap the name "ronald reegan" for "ronald reagan" in the topics table and you can see the change
occur in back to back calls to the database using the get_endorsements.py script when you filter for
the 1964 election - you should see "ronald reegan" endorses barry goldwater. You call fix_name.py,
and then again call get_endorsements.py and you should see it changed.
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4.2

User Flow

It is a bit of a cop out to draw such a simple user diagram indicating flow, but I believe it works
for all but load_data. In the case of initializing the database with load_data.py the user doesn’t
have to do anything but run the script.

I described this database as one that will be used to further my own machine learning research
combining Q-Learning with natural language processing. A such, I went through great effort to
have the user scripts do as specific a task as possible, and the code is highly modular. The features
available to the user are essentially what is outlined throughout section 3.3.
To enable an easier time for new comers to the database, I have provided a series of common
sql queries that allow for quick look-ups to the database. And while all the references in a majority
of the tables rely on the integer master id variable, there does exist a sql function I wrote that allows
for the quick swapping of any present integer id with a corresponding name in the topics table. In
most of the scripts, the user receives names, and no obfuscated identifiers like the topic id - or gets
an even better visualization like the maps outputed from get_election_results.py. There is also a
function that swaps position id for position text. Since their are so few documents, I figured that
document names when needed can just be queried from the documents table directly.

4.3

Error Handling

In every feature delivered to the user, I take multiple steps to provide error handling and fault tolerance. If you query a name that does not exist in the database nothing will terminate unexpectedly.
The script will continue to operate and you will have a chance to repeat your query with a new name.
I avoid having the user need to work with CRUD statements at all. Instead, the users code assembles calls to stored procedures. At the time of assembling this procedure call to the database,
testing is done on the user input locally within the script, and that is in addition to the testing that
the sql procedure does at run-time.
Constraints on the database tables have been added too. Say that you discover one of the documents you annotated is a forgery, and now all of the positions that come from that document are
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tainted. The user can simply use the delete_document.py script to remove a document from the
documents table, and subsequently, all of the positions belonging to that document in the positions
table will also be deleted. This is done because I set ON DELETE to CASCADE in the documents
table.
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5.1

Lessons Learned
Respect for Databases

I had only casual interactions with databases before this class. I had run scripts that other people
had written that interact with databases. However, I had never designed a database, let alone
worked with the mysql programming language.
I will be honest, I was pretty frustrated with the first two home works, and for a moment I doubted
the power of the database. I thought that if it would take so much time to work with sql, which
is unlike any other programming language that I have worked with before, what was the added
benefit compared to just storing data in a text file and writing a function to retrieve it? It wasn’t
until the middle of the class when we began to see how a database would fit into a project using
one of the many architectures discussed in class that I shifted in my opinion. Obviously in these
cases, the database allows a project to scale, and not require many different users relying on the
same text file encoding which while quick to implement is rigid and subject to formatting constraints.
As a scientific programmer, it was hard to envision how a database would fit into a project meant
for a larger scale. But now as I have worked with a database of my own design that requires a lot
of data, I now appreciate the flexibility that SQL and stored procedures allow users to have. I appreciate how SQL lets my python code do python things, while the database is handled separately.
My code looks cleaner, and is more modular as I am not relying on encoding and decoding stored
data "on the fly."

5.2

Entity Relationship Modeling

I mentioned that I primarily work with scientific programming. I rarely am worried about entities
within my code and their relationships to each other. I have taken object oriented design classes,
but that can only take you so far before the scale of a project becomes cumbersome to work within.
What I am most excited about is being able to more clearly plot out a path for developing larger
projects. I believe this class has helped me visualize a design process that I didn’t have before and that includes for non-database projects.
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6.1

Future Work
State Demographics

As a part of modeling the environment elections occur in for the Q-Learning problem outlined in the
introduction the database should be expanded to include demographic information for the states.
The US Census already holds a lot of data to be parsed for users, so we wouldn’t want redundant
information.
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However, in addition to leveraging the demographics information in the US Census, there are additional demographics data that can be stored in this database. The number of polling stations and
their locations, the occurrence of political rallies within a state, as well as the number of registered
voters in each state is information not included in the US Census. All of these would impact greatly
the outcome of an election and a candidate’s reach into specific electorates.

6.2

Better Front End Tools

A lot of the annotating of documents I did occurred in the browser, and a text file. I would copy
and paste the text out of the document and add it to a text file. In the future a google chrome
extension could be written that allows you to high light text and save it in the same format that
currently is followed by the database. You could append tags before dumping the data into the
database. This would allow the addition of new data at a much faster rate.
With the existing scope of the project, a web based front end user application seem unnecessary.
However, like with any project that needs to scale, an easy to use interface will become imperative
if new members of the team are added. A front end application could allow for easier more robust
uploading of annotated documents, and visualization of queries to the database.

6.3

Utility Tables for User Interface

Currently, the user needs to either query the database after it is loaded, or have some existing
knowledge of the database in order to work with it. As I envision this database, that is fine, as I
am the sole user and have knowledge of what is in the database. However, in the event this project
scales, adding tables that iterate subtypes of data, or tables for listing potential topics to query
position tags would go a long way in making new users feel more at home.
With the addition of a graphical user interface, more tables will be needed that enable a user
interface for a smooth user experience.

6.4

Reiterating Project from Introduction

I believe I have succeeded in my objective iterated in the first paragraph. I think I am successfully
providing a user (myself) a database that tracks election results, and the political statements made
by political entities involved with those elections.
I believe that elections can be modeled as if it is a "Q-Learning" problem. In the election scenario the demographics of the electorate and the position statements of other candidates are the
environment, while the positions you state are the possible actions that can be taken. The "high
score" to be optimized is the election itself measured in either popular votes or electoral college
delegates.
If the other future works sections are followed, I am confident that this database will contain
all of the information required to allow this research to progress. In the grand scheme of things,
"inventing a new way to use Q-learning" is probably the harder part of this project. But after
taking this class I have no doubt in my mind that without a database at the heart of this project,
I would not have been able to scale my work for either larger amounts of data, or for the addition
of other researchers interested in working with the same data.
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